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Ever since her break-up with Chris Brown, her boyfriend, on the eve of the Grammy Awards, nearly four years ago,
Rihanna, the popular singer, has not been romantically linked to anyone
Rihanna in Love Again Ever since her break-up with Chris Brown, her boyfriend, on the eve of the Grammy Awards,
nearly four years ago, Rihanna, the popular singer, has not been romantically linked to anyone. Even the rumours that
surfaced of her involvement with different men later turned out to be false. When she agreed to relax the legal restriction
order placed on Brown to prevent him from going near her a year ago, many of her fans speculated that it could lead to
the resumption of their love affair. Eventually, this has also not happened. What has happened is that Rihanna has
found love again in the arms of a man whose identity she is still keeping secret. Last week, she stated on her Twitter
account: &ldquo;God sent me an Angel from above, that&rsquo;s gonna love me for life.&rdquo; Later, she tweeted
again, &ldquo;Is this love? Is that what it is?....I cud (could) be dreaming or just plain crazy!!!&rdquo; Well, his fans are
watching how this would play out. The Story of Weird Mc By Weird Mc. Sola Idowu, popu-larly known as Weird MC, is
arguably Nigeria&rsquo;s first rap artiste who paved the way for all other rap artistes to emerge and be respected. She
has been in the industry since the late 1990s as an undergraduate of Ogun State University, now called Olabisi
Onabanjo University, Ogun State. Shortly after, she became a recording artiste whose hit single titled Allen Avenue
ruled the airwaves in the early 1990s. Thereafter, she relocated to England where she lived for many years while music
took the back seat. In the early 2000, she returned to the country and it was apparent she had not lost her talent for the
art form as she became an household name with hits like Ijo Ya, Shake Like That and so on. To chronicle all these and
more, the singer has perfected plans for the production of The Weird One, a documentary on her life, especially as a rap
artiste.
Nigerian Musicians Join Forces Against Jonathan Nigerians musicians and artistes were not left out of the
recent fuel subsidy protests. Ruggedman, El Dee, Banky W., Desmond Elliot, Femi Kuti, Seun Kuti, Pasuma, KWAM 1
were among those who rose in protest against the sudden removal of fuel subsidy by President Goodluck Jonathan last
week. Ruggedman was initially reluctant to join in the protests for fear that it might be misconstrued as an attentionseeking stunt. But, his mates convinced him otherwise and in the end, he joined the rally. Banky W who turned down a
deal to sing and endorse a political candidate during the elections initially lambasted some of his colleagues for
supporting Jonathan during the campaigns. But he eventually changed his mind and joined the rally.
Beyonce Proves
Critics Wrong A lot of contro-versy has swirled around her pregnancy. Following her appearance on a television show in
Australia where her baby bump allegedly shifted in a manner reminiscent of padded bellies, there was no respite for
Beyonce over the validity of her pregnancy. Some people claimed she was not pregnant but only padded her tummy to
make it look bigger. Those who believe so insist that doctors have said that Beyonce cannot have a baby. The singer,
desirous of maintaining an achiever image before her fans, was allegedly touted as unwilling to adopt so, she feigned the
pregnancy before adopting a baby and for the world to believe that the adopted baby is her biological child. They
buttressed their claim with the speculation that she did not look pregnant as she performed many energetic musical
shows even when her pregnancy was advanced. The fact that Beyonce severally strolled on beaches with bikinis so that
her belly would be seen by all did not douse the rumour. But she proved critics wrong recently when she was delivered
of a baby girl. She and Jay-Z, her musician husband, named her Blue Ivy.
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